Do you want to contribute to a truly changing business community? Do you want to be the
basis of better cooperation between organizations and their suppliers, together with a team
of motivated colleagues? Do you want to be settled on the basis of jointly created value
instead of delivered hours?
We are looking for SAP Fiori & UI5 developers
As more and more customers fall for the solution-oriented Value as a Service services of
LAKRAN Procurement Professionals, we are looking for front-end developers. SAP projects
are one of the four pillars of our service, so we continue to expand the Solutioning as a
Service team.
What is LAKRAN?
Since its foundation in 2006, LAKRAN's mission is "to improve business commerce by
making optimum use of digital innovation". That sounds very formal, but that means nothing
less than do everything about using technology in its best form in the cooperation of
organizations with their customers and / or suppliers. Since then, the company has grown
into a business group consisting of four companies and a foundation. LAKRAN Procurement
Professionals focuses primarily on simplifying the purchasing process, AGAIN by LAKRAN is
the software house where common issues in purchasing are resolved and since a few
months there is also FlexForceMonkey, a Software as a Service department that allows
temporary employment agencies and their clients to work better administratively together.
The team consists of enthusiastic professionals from different backgrounds, but with one
thing in common: creating real added value.
SAP front-end developer
We do assignments for various clients, mainly in the Netherlands. As a functional consultant,
part of your time, you will working with customers, but you will also have the opportunity to
work on internal developments of reusable products such as mobile apps and add-ons. The
area where our SAP work takes place is on the cutting edge of SAP SRM, SAP MM, Fiori,
SAP Ariba, external supplier’s web shops and SAP Fieldglass. Your front-end capabilities will
ensure better user experience, but also simplify processes that run across different systems.

And why at LAKRAN?
With us you work in a team where everyone in that team is fighting together for the same
goals. Every discussion makes us stronger and therefore must have free play. Anyone can
have good and bad ideas, no matter how much experience they have, so the only way to
grow faster is to really listen to everyone. How do we manage that? By elevating the term
'flat organization' to a new art, for example. We keep the team feeling 'small' and 'close to
home', but we have also renounced every distinction in job levels, and corresponding matters
such as lease payments are set equal for everyone.
Of course, there is a nice package of primary and secondary conditions, BYOD regulation
and fully reimbursed pension. But even more, with us you really contribute to your dreamfuture. You work on techniques and products that you are good at and want to be better at.
The flat function house arranges that conversations with us are about the responsibilities you
take instead of the duties and rights that you receive from us. Together with colleagues you
build a larger world where LAKRAN Procurement Professionals is known for delivering
valuable results.

So…
Are you a starter or do you already have experience, and do you also want a valuable job in
the digital world? Do you recognize yourself in our approach and appearance? Interested?
Contact herman.ursinus@lakran.com or +31 - (0) 6-28 61 98 68 or contact
sander.hollings@lakran.com or +31 - (0) 6-86 60 58 48.

